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Time Tested  •  Time Proven

For replacement inner/outer arms — for serial numbers 
from 0 to 16,500. This is how your passenger side tow bar 
arm appears when fully assembled (Fig.A1).

For replacement inner/outer arms — for serial numbers 
from 16,501 and up. This is how your driver's side tow bar 
arm appears when fully assembled (Fig.A2).

When ordering replacement inner or outer arms for your BlackHawk 2 All-Terrain tow bar, components will vary depending 
upon the bar's serial number. Please refer to the photos and serial numbers below for the distinguishing features of each 
type to ensure that you order the correct replacement part for your tow bar. If you order the wrong component, the arm length 
will be different, pulling the towed vehicle to one side. 

Note the differences in the attachment points for the collar. 
The end of the inner arm on this version is ROUND with a 
round nut. The shaft of the inner arm is also threaded on the 
older version of this tow bar (Fig.B1).

Note the differences in the attachment points for the collar. 
The end of the inner arm on this version is a MACHINED 
shaft on the newer version of this tow bar (Fig.B2).

Inner and Outer Arm Assembly
910021-90 (driver's side)
910021-92 (passenger side — shown)

Inner and Outer Arm Assembly
910021-95 (driver's side — shown)

910021-97 (passenger side)

910021-65 — Inner Arm Assembly 7/8" diameter threaded shaft 
(fits driver's side and passenger side)

910021-75 — Inner Arm Assembly 1" diameter machined shaft 
(fits driver's side and passenger side)

For serial numbers from 0 to 16,500 For serial numbers 16,501 and above 
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